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Meeting started with a welcome address by DFO Dr.Murugan . He spoke about the reason august 12
th

 was 

celebrated as world elephant day “The first World Elephant Day was held on August 12, 2012. The film Return to 

the Forest, narrated by William Shatner, is about the reintroduction of captive Asian elephants to the 

wild
[19][20]

 and was released on the inaugural World Elephant Day.
[21]

 The follow-up feature film When Elephants 

Were Young, also narrated by William Shatner, depicts the life of a young man and young elephant in Thailand.  

World Elephant Day is an international annual event on August 12, dedicated to the preservation and protection of 

the world'selephants. The goal of World Elephant Day is to create awareness of the urgent plight 

of African and Asian elephants, and to share knowledge and positive solutions for the better care and management 

of captive and wild elephants. African elephants are listed as "Vulnerable" and Asian elephants as "Endangered" on 

the IUCN Red List of threatened species. One conservationist has stated that both African and Asian elephants face 

extinction within twelve years.The current population estimates are about 400,000 for African elephants and 

40,000 for Asian elephants, although it has been argued that these numbers are much too high. 

He discussed the need for the elephants for our ecosystem. And then requested our Conservator of forest 

Mr.Naganathan IFS to speak a few words. 
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The crowd was moved by the knowledge and insights our CF shared about elephants, eco system and conservation 

of forests. Our ACCF Mr.rameshwaran spoke a few words about elephant day and a small story about how an 

elephant had gone and rampaged a village and on hearing a baby cry the elephant turned back and picked the 

baby safely and left the baby safely in human hands. Saying they are the gentle giants. He had a huge round of 

applause to share a beautiful story. 

 



 

Our DFO discussed a power point presentation on elephants , the conflict issues and many more. It was a very 

informative presentation done by him. There was an interactive question and answer round with local ngos and 

people and press too. The meeting was adjourned with a vote of thanks by Mrs. Janani  KSPCA (Kodaikanal society 

for protection and care for animals ) and a tree planting session at the forest office venue by Mr. Naganathan  IFS 

and Dr.Murugan IFS . 
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TH
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:::World elephant day is celebrated on August 12th every year. This year Kodaikanal forest department along with 

NGO’s LIONS CLUB OF KODAIKANAL, WNCT, KSPCA,SMILE  ,PHCC ( NAM KODAI(our kodai) initiative ) celebrated in 

Kodaikanal on AUGUST 16 2016. Conservation of fauna and flora is very important part of education for future 

generations. The even was not more than two hours with very informative presentation on elephants, with 

renowned speakers in conservation and Q&A round.  

11 am : from start point SBI kodaikanal to the hall hindu mahajana aditanar mandapam for about 200 mtrs 

There was a procession with municipal chairman Mr.sridhar , our conservator of forest Mr.Naganathan IFS , DFO 

Dr.Murugan , forest department staff, police department ,NGO’S, WNCT , KSPCA ,LIONS, EFECT, SMILE , PHCC  and 

50  school students from various schools  holding placards saying “ save the elephants” save the forest “ 

“elephants belong in wild not captivity “ and many more.  

 



 

 

11:30 :  welcome address  by Mrs. Janani from KSPCA welcoming our chief guests and WNCT team to kodiakanal 

and followed by pledge repeated by all in the hall 

Pledge : I, the Son/daughter of this great soil pledge to protect it with pride. I would pledge before nature to live in 

harmony with it for ever henceforth. I hereby woe to protect its natural wealth with its aesthetic glory and its 

heritage.  I am proud to be in the land of Asian elephant. I take pride in being an indian. Jai Hind. 

11:40 : The program to start with a prayer of Silence. A minute of Silence to salute the of Martyrs of Conservation 

followed for the great souls who suffered an unnatural death due to conflict. 



11:45 : our conservator of forest Mr.Naganathan IFS addressed the audience and spoke about conservation, what 

school students must do and how they can help. He mentioned about the need for elephants in our forests and 

other animals too. 

Followed by our Chairman Sridhar who spoke about his knowledge about elephants in wild and captivity and how 

he is so happy to see all departments and ngos joined together for such a wonderful cause.   

Our ACF Mr.Rameshwaran gave a fabulous speech on conservation and elephants . He said they are gentle giants 

and are very important for our eco-system. 

 

There was a power shut down which delayed us from giving presentations hence we distributed snacks and  

waited  

11:45 : Student  from each school gave a 3 minute speech on elephants (captive or wild) and their thought on it. It 

was wonderful to hear the speeches from them and their knowledge about elephants and environment. 

12:15 : GUEST speakers Dr divaganesan presented a very informative presentation on elephants asian and African 

and moved to Kodaikanal conflict issues and how we can solve them. There were slide shows presented by kspca 

team throughout the event which had “save the elephants “ and many more themes. 

 

 



12:30 :question and answer round between the students and conservationist ,forest officials. Our conservator of 

forest  answered each and every students questions. At the end the conclusion he gave was “its us humans who 

are problem for the environment deteriorating and that we must change and act now” 

12:45 :: vote of thanks was presented by Mr.natrajan of smile association. He was in all praise for the forest 

department, municipality ,Lions club , WNCT,PHCC  and KSPCA team to put this show together. 

Followed by national anthem. 

 

 



AUGUST 16
TH

  2016  AT FOREST OFFICE HALL 2:30PM  

CAPACITY WORKSHOP BY FOREST DEPARTMENT AND WNCT TEAM  

The workshop started with our conservator of forest Mr.Naganathan IFS welcoming the forest staff ,WNCT team 

and to ask them to make a note of the workshop. 

Mr. Sadiq Ali founder& trustee of wildlife nature and conservation trust (WNCT) addressed the crowd and showed 

them slides on venomous and non venomous snakes and how to identify them. What kind of precautions to carry 

and many more. He showed them slides and videos on how to rescue and trap wild animals without hurting or 

tranquilizing them. Videos on leopard, snake, bears , elephant rescues were shown. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



After the presentation the staff gathered at the open grounds and DFO Dr.Murugan IFS and ACF Rameshwaran was 

present too. Mr.Sadiq ali demonstrated how to catch a snake to the staff and a few staff came forward and tried it 

themselves. This workshop was very informative and useful for the forest officials and staff. 

 

The workshop was done successfully with an announcement for ngos ,other departments and other volunteers to 

attaend the workshop next  day . 

AUGUST 17
TH

 2016  CAPACITY WORKSHOP FOR  FIRE ,REVENUE ,POLICE DEPARTMENT, NGOS ,SCHOOLS.  

 



The capacity workshop was started with DFO Dr.murugan IFS welcoming one and all. ACF Rameshwaran speaking 

about the need for the workshop  to all departments, schools,ngos and colleges. 

Mr.sadiq Ali started the workshop with very informative slideshow on snakes and how to identify them and what 

one must do when bitten by a snake. He mentioned luckily there has been no report of snake bites in Kodaikanal. 

He also mentioned about how to handle a situation when encountering wildlife  etc. He mentioned the importance 

of fire,police and revenue department and how they should work together with the forest department . 

Informative videos on bears, leopard rescues were shared. There was a question and answer round followed by a 

5min video on elephants in captivity and how they suffer. Sangita iyer’s “ GODS IN SHACKLES” youtube preview 

was shown to the audience and how they must report if they see an abused animal to the department or local 

awo. 

 

The entire audience was moved down to the open grounds and Mr. sadiq demonstrated how to catch a snake and 

what one should or shouldn’t do. The fire department, police and revnue department were very pleased with the 

workshop and all left the venue with smiles and more knowledge. This year the elephant day week was the most 

informative and interactive program in Kodaikanal and this is the first time our forest department have organized 

this and it was a grand success. 

 

Thank you  

 

 

Minuted by Mrs .Janani  

Kodaikanal society for protection and care for animals (KSPCA) 
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